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The method for phased array image reconstruction of uniform
noise images may be used in conjunction with proper image
scaling as a means of reconstructing images directly in SNR
units. This facilitates accurate and precise SNR measurement
on a per pixel basis. This method is applicable to root-sum-of-
squares magnitude combining, B1-weighted combining, and
parallel imaging such as SENSE. A procedure for image recon-
struction and scaling is presented, and the method for SNR
measurement is validated with phantom data. Alternative meth-
ods that rely on noise only regions are not appropriate for
parallel imaging where the noise level is highly variable across
the field-of-view. The purpose of this article is to provide a nuts
and bolts procedure for calculating scale factors used for re-
constructing images directly in SNR units. The procedure in-
cludes scaling for noise equivalent bandwidth of digital receiv-
ers, FFTs and associated window functions (raw data filters),
and array combining. Magn Reson Med 54:1439–1447, 2005.
Published 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.†
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Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a frequently used metric of
image quality, yet despite numerous proposed methods for
measuring SNR in MR images (1–4), a number of impor-
tant issues remain. In this article, current methods and
limitations will be reviewed. A method for reconstructing
images directly in SNR units is described. This approach
facilitates accurate and precise SNR measurement on a per
pixel basis and is applicable to root-sum-of-squares mag-
nitude combining, B1-weighted combining, and parallel
imaging. Alternative methods that rely on measurement of
noise from regions of interest in the signal-free background
(1,2) are not appropriate for parallel imaging where the
noise level is highly variable across the field-of-view. The
variation in noise across the FOV, the so-called g-factor (5),
arises due to the ill-condition of the inverse solution used
in parallel imaging. As parallel imaging (5) is now widely
used, a procedure is needed to accurately and precisely
measure SNR. The purpose of this article is to provide a
nuts and bolts procedure for calculating scale factors used
for reconstructing images directly in SNR units. The pro-
cedure includes scaling for noise equivalent bandwidth of

digital receivers, FFTs and associated window functions
(raw data filters), and array combining.

SNR images provide a number of benefits. Protocols may
be optimized by quantitative measurement of image SNR
as parameters such as TE, TR, bandwidth, and readout flip
angle are varied. Comparison between sequences and pro-
tocols is easier to perform and more reliable, as well as
comparison between various coil designs and coil place-
ment. Clinical benefits include quantitative characteriza-
tion of lesions and tissue. Questions such as how much
lesion enhancement or how much change is observed day-
to-day may be answered with greater confidence. Quanti-
tative measurements of contrast-to-noise (CNR) determine
if a region has a statistically significant difference in in-
tensity. Variation in tissue intensity due to heterogeneity
may be discriminated from variation due to thermal noise.
Quantitative measures of SNR and CNR are useful in first-
pass contrast enhanced perfusion studies. Post-Processing
of images is also facilitated with SNR scaled images, e.g.,
simple thresholding.

SNR is frequently calculated using noise SD values es-
timated directly from the reconstructed image or series of
images. A number of methods for estimating the noise SD
are described briefly in the following. These methods have
limitations that serve as a motivation for using SNR scaled
image reconstruction, which is based on pre-scan noise
measurement. The methods of noise estimation fall into
3 general classes: (a) estimating background noise based on
a noise only region; (b) estimating noise based on temporal
differencing or, more generally, temporal filtering; and (c)
estimating noise based on spatial derivative or highpass
filter.

The method of background noise estimation from the
noise only region (1,2) is perhaps the most commonly
applied method. The user manually selects a noise only
region within the field-of-view. The SD may be estimated
from pixels in this region. The error in the SD estimate is
proportional to 1/�N (6), where N is the sample size
(number of independent pixels); therefore, hundreds of
pixels are required to obtain reasonable estimates. In the
case of magnitude images, the signal and noise values
must be corrected (1,2) to calculate SNR due to the fact that
magnitude detection alters the probability distribution of
noise. The correction depends on the SNR as well as the
number of receiver coils. As surface coil arrays with a
larger number of elements are used, the noise biases and
correction become more significant. While the scaling and
correction are straightforward, there still remains confu-
sion on this subject in practice. Measurement of back-
ground noise in this manner has a number of drawbacks,
which include: difficulty in finding noise only regions
within the FOV, limited precision due to small sample
size, contamination of noise only region by artifacts, errors
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due to improper treatment of correlated noise, unsuitabil-
ity for parallel MR image reconstruction where the noise
may be highly variable across the field of view, and need
for manual tracing of the noise region.

A second approach to noise estimation is to subtract
images in order to cancel the stationary signal, and thereby
obtain noise only (3). In this case, an estimate of the noise
SD may be obtained in regions of interest that contain
signal, provided that the intensity in the desired region is
stationary. Differencing may be further generalized to
highpass filtering of a time series of consecutive images. In
this case, the highpass filter may be designed to suppress a
range of temporal fluctuation frequencies. Drawbacks to
this approach include the requirement to acquire multiple
images; requirement for stationary tissue, which excludes
many applications such as cardiac imaging; and limited
precision due to small sample size. Furthermore, this
method does not distinguish between thermal background
noise and physiologic fluctuation, which have different
significance depending on the application. This approach
does have the benefit of measuring the local noise, limited
by the ROI size, which determines precision, and, there-
fore, may be used for applications such as parallel MR
with greater accuracy and precision than the use of the
background noise-only approach.

A third approach is to estimate noise after spatial differ-
entiation to eliminate signal in homogeneous regions with
highly constant signal intensity (4). This may also be im-
plemented using a generalized spatial highpass filter. This
approach may be used with single image acquisitions, but
is limited in applicability to relatively large regions with
little to no intensity variation. The precision is again de-
termined by the ROI size, which is limited by the size of
the structure. Since the noise estimate is local, it may be
used with parallel MR with limited accuracy.

The method proposed in this article estimates noise
statistics from noise only data (i.e., acquired without RF
pulses), which may be automatically acquired by the se-
quence immediately prior to signal acquisition (referred to
as pre-scan noise). Therefore, the precision of estimating
noise statistics may be extremely good since a large num-
ber (thousands) of samples may be acquired in a relatively
short time. Furthermore, the estimates of the noise covari-
ance between channels may be used for optimal array
combining to improve SNR, as well as measurement accu-
racy. Optimum array combining frequently combines
channels based on relative rather than absolute noise lev-
els. In this way, the output may be optimized in SNR but
not scaled in SNR units (i.e., unknown proportionality). In
the proposed approach, the signal is scaled using the esti-
mated noise in order to obtain images scaled in SNR units.
In this way, SNR measurements are simple since the in-
tensity of each pixel is an estimate of the SNR at that
position. Thus, this approach may be used in applications
such as parallel MR, in which the noise varies locally. In
the case of magnitude images in regions of low SNR, the
SNR values must still be corrected to account for noise bias
and altered noise distribution. This correction is more
accurate when a small region is averaged to reduce the
fluctuation in the low SNR estimate. Nevertheless, even at
very low values of SNR, this method produces accurate

measurements with a very small number of pixels when
compared to the other methods.

The procedure for calculating scale factors is presented,
and a validation of SNR measurement is described using a
time series of phantom images.

METHODS

Overview

The pixel intensity value may be reconstructed in SNR
units provided that care is taken in image and noise scal-
ing. A general diagram of image reconstruction is shown in
Fig. 1a. Each signal processing step may change the noise
SD. The overall scale may be computed for the end-to-end
image reconstruction or, alternatively, each step may be
scaled to maintain a unity noise gain for which the output
has the same noise SD as the input, as diagrammed in Fig.
1b. The article treats several cases of array combining:
root-sum-of-squares (RSS) combined magnitude, B1-
weighted combining, and parallel imaging using the image
domain SENSE method. The case of a single coil may be
considered as a special case for which the noise weighted
array combining step is simply a scaling by the noise SD.

The step-by-step procedure shown in Fig. 2 is described
in greater detail in the text below. A summary of signal
processing steps is shown in Fig. 3.

Noise Measurement

The noise covariance is measured in order to perform
noise scaling and optimum array combining. The method
proposed in this article estimates noise statistics from
noise only data (i.e., acquired without RF pulses), which
may be automatically acquired by the sequence immedi-
ately prior to signal acquisition (referred to as pre-scan
noise). The noise covariance matrix Rn may be estimated
from N pre-scan noise only data samples, ni(k), k � 1,2,. . .
N, acquired simultaneously for all coils (coil index de-

FIG. 1. (a) Image reconstruction steps. (b) Individual signal process-
ing step with unity gain for noise SD.
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noted by subscript i). The sample noise covariance matrix
Rn is calculated as:

Rij � �1/N��
k�1

N

n*i�k�nj�k� [1]

where Rij are components of Rn and ni(k) is zero mean.

The noise covariance depends on the coil loading and
must be measured in vivo for each study or more fre-
quently if the coil positions or loading change. Since the
pre-scan noise acquisition and covariance computation are
very rapid, the proposed method implements them with
every scan; however, the noise may be measured less fre-
quently if the coils are stationary and the loading remains

FIG. 2. Step-by-Step procedure.

FIG. 3. Procedure for SNR scaled image recon-
struction (p is complex vector of multi-coil images,
b is complex vector of coil sensitivities, u is com-
plex vector of SENSE unmixing coefficients, Rn is
noise correlation matrix, and Bn is noise equivalent
bandwidth).
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unchanged. Noise scaling based on the measured covari-
ance is applied as part of the array combining step de-
scribed separately.

The noise covariance measurement is made on the raw
noise samples acquired in the full bandwidth; therefore, a
noise equivalent bandwidth factor is required in order to
scale the image since the input noise spectrum is not flat
across the full bandwidth. The noise equivalent band-
width of a filter is the bandwidth of an equivalent rectan-
gular filter that would produce the same output noise
power for white noise input. In other words, if the image is
reconstructed using N samples (number of samples inte-
grated by uniform weighted FFT), then the noise variance
(�2) is expected to increase by N. However, since the input
noise was non-uniform and the noise samples are not
statistically independent, the variance increases by Neffective

� Bn N, where Bn defines a noise equivalent bandwidth.
The noise covariance must, therefore, be scaled by the
noise bandwidth, i.e.

Rn scaled�Rn/Bn. [2]

Filtering in the data acquisition electronics and digital
receiver occurs in several stages, but the overall response
of the combined analog and digital filters determines the
noise equivalent bandwidth that must be measured and
used in noise scaling. In most systems, the filter response
is dictated by the digital receiver, which is typically the
most selective filter. The noise equivalent bandwidth of
the receiver relative to the sample rate remains fixed as the
receiver bandwidth is varied. The noise equivalent band-
width (6) is easily measured from noise only data by mea-
suring the mean squared value of the average power spec-
trum, absolute value �H�k��2, normalized by the response at
the center,

Bn � �1/N��
k�1

N

�H�k��2/�H�0��2. [3]

Fig. 4 shows the spectrum for noise only input. In this
case, 12,288 readouts were acquired with 2� readout over-

sampling, followed by FFT and averaging. The noise
equivalent receiver bandwidth factor is 0.79 for this exam-
ple, calculated from the spectrum of Fig. 4 as the ratio of
mean squared value across the full spectrum to the average
value in the central flat portion of the spectrum. Thus, the
measured noise covariance Rn must be scaled by 0.79 (i.e.,
Rn scaled � Rn/0.79). The noise bandwidth is fixed by the
filter design and only needs to be calibrated a single time.
For this reason, a larger number of noise samples is used
for greater accuracy and precision.

In systems for which the pre-scan noise is measured
using a different bandwidth selection than the subsequent
image scan, the noise correlation must be further scaled by
the ratio of measurement bandwidths.

FFT Based Image Reconstruction

FFT based image reconstruction may include windowing
for reduced Gibb’s ringing, zero-filling of missing data,
and zero-padding for interpolation. A standard FFT

��
n�0

N�1x�n�e�j2�kn/N) with input white noise having SD � �

will have SD � ��N after FFT; thus, a scale factor of
1/�N must be applied for unity noise gain (note the value
of N is the number of actual data samples and does not
include zero-padding or zero-filling). A window function,
w(n), must likewise be scaled by its root-mean-squared
value, ��1/N�	w2�n�, such that the input and output have
the same noise SD, �, i.e.:

wscaled�n� � w�n�/��1/N�	w2�n�. [4]

Using this formulation, the case of partial k-space acqui-
sition with zero-filling is also handled appropriately. In
the case where the input noise spectrum is not flat, the
scaling is corrected by using the effective noise bandwidth
factor described in the preceding paragraphs.

The resultant scaled, complex, multi-coil image data are
written in vector notation as p, comprised of pixel data
pi(x,y) for coil i.

Array Combining

Roemer et al. (7) formulated equations for phased array
combined image reconstruction for both root-sum-of
squares (RSS) magnitude and optimum B1-weighted com-
bining, and Pruessmann et al. (5) formulated equations for
parallel imaging using the image domain SENSE method.

SNRRSS � �pTRn
�1p* [5]

SNRB1�weighted � �pTRn
�1b*�/�bTRn

�1b* [6]

SNRSENSE � �uTp�/�uTu* [7]

Eqs. [5] and [6] for SNR scaled images follow Roemer’s
formulation, where SNR is the pixel intensity in SNR
units, p is the vector of complex image values for each coil,
b is the vector of complex coil sensitivities, and Rn is the
noise correlation matrix. Note that in Roemer’s formula-
tion, the complex pixel values in p have been conjugated.

FIG. 4. Average noise spectrum.
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The SNR estimates for the resultant magnitude images are
very good at high SNR and may be further corrected to
provide a good estimate at low SNR (1,2).

In the case of SENSE (5), described by Eq. [7], u repre-
sents the vector of unmixing coefficients that are a refor-
matting of the unmixing matrix U�(SHRn

�1S)�1SHRn
�1,

which contains the optimum noise weighting (S is the coil
sensitivity matrix, superscript H denotes the Hermitian or
conjugate transpose operation). The unmixing vector is
reformatted to be applied as a phased array combiner to
the full FOV images reconstructed with zero-filling of un-
dersampled data. In the case where relative sensitivities
are used, i.e., normalized by RSS combined magnitude
�si�x,y�/�	�si�x,y��2, si(x,y) is coil sensitivity profile for i-th
coil), then diag(SHS) � 1 and the denominator of Eq. [7]
�uTu* is equivalent to the g-factor computed from the
sensitivities (5) (g(x,y 
 kFOV/R) � gk(x,y) �
��SHR�1S��k,k�

�1�SHR�1S��k,k� for k-th sub-image, 0 � y �
FOV/R, with field-of-view � FOV and k � 0,1,. . . R-1,
with R aliased images from uniform undersampling by
R). In the preceding, the complex coil sensitivities
si(x,y) are assumed to be known. Sensitivity estimates
may be made using in vivo images acquired separately
(5), or adaptively from the images in an auto-calibrating
manner (8 –10).

Eqs. [5]–[7] describe the array combining, which incor-
porates the noise weighting. Using the noise weighting as
described along with scaling the signal to preserve the
same effective gain as the noise leads to pixel intensities in
SNR units. Equivalently, a noise pre-whitening step may
be applied by combining channels to create virtual chan-
nels that are uncorrelated and have unit variance (11). In
the pre-whitening case, the noise weighting is eliminated
from the array combining step.

Magnitude Image Correction

Array combining may be implemented according to Eqs.
[5]–[7] followed by either magnitude or phase sensitive
detection. In the above Eqs. [5]–[7], magnitude images
have been assumed. SNR image scaled reconstruction may
also be used with phase sensitive detection, in which case
the magnitude is replaced by the real part after phase
correction for background phase (12). In the case of mag-
nitude detection, an SNR dependent noise correction (1,2)
must be applied even though the true input noise SD is
used in scaling due to the inherent noise bias in magnitude
detection. The noise bias increases with the number of coil
elements that are magnitude combined. For example, at
SNR � 0 (noise only), the bias is 1.25�, 1.88�, 2.74�,
3.94�, 5.61�, and 7.97� for Nc � 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32
channels, respectively. SNR dependent correction may be
implemented by a look-up-table (1,2). Correction curves
for low SNR magnitude correction are shown in Fig. 5 for
Nc � 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 combined channels. The cor-
rection factor is simply subtracted from the measured
SNR. It is worth mentioning that in the case of magnitude
detection with B1-weighted combining or SENSE, the
value of Nc � 1, since the multiple channels are combined
prior to magnitude detection. For SNR � 10, the correction
is less than 5% for up to 4 coils; however, the error without
correction increases with a greater number of coils (e.g.,

�50% error for SNR � 10 using 32 channels). In the case
of phase sensitive detection, no correction is required.

A Monte-Carlo simulation of the magnitude bias correc-
tion was performed in order to demonstrate the reduction
in root mean squared error (RMSE) and to highlight the
importance of averaging (small ROI) prior to correction.
The simulation was performed using 65,536 noise sam-
ples, and was done for both single coil and Nc � 8 coil
cases. The mean, SD, and RMSE were calculated for the
magnitude with and without correction on both a single-
pixel basis and with a 3 � 3 pixel average.

Experimental Validation

Validation of SNR scaled image reconstruction was per-
formed using a time series of 256 phantom images ac-
quired using a Siemens Sonata 1.5T scanner using a single-
shot TurboFLASH sequence. Both full k-space imaging
with RSS combined magnitude and parallel imaging using
acceleration rate 2 SENSE were performed. Pre-Scan noise
and raw data were acquired and reconstruction was per-
formed off-line using Matlab. SENSE g-factors (5) were
estimated from the pre-scan noise and the B1-maps and
compared with the direct measurement of SD images.

A single-shot turbo-FLASH sequence with very low flip
angle was used to minimize signal fluctuations during the
approach to steady state. The imaging parameters were:
readout flip angle � 2°, TE/TR � 2.7/5.0 ms, bandwidth �
250 Hz/pixel, matrix size 128 � 96, 230 � 172.5 mm2 FOV
with 8 mm slice thickness. Frequency readout was over-
sampled corresponding to 2� FOV. Pre-Scan noise was
acquired for 30 readouts (30*256 � 7680 noise samples)
acquired in a period of approximately 0.2s using 130 Hz/
pixel bandwidth (7.1 ms per readout). A single axial slice
of a cylindrical phantom was imaged for 256 repetitions. A
total of 4 coils were used, consisting of 2 elements of the
Spine array and 2 elements from the CP Body array (Sie-
mens product coils). For parallel imaging using SENSE,
the sequence was custom modified to implement the
TSENSE auto-calibration method (10), which uses a cyclic
phase encode acquisition order and integrates the under-

FIG. 5. Low SNR magnitude correction curves (Nc � number of
channels combined).
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sampled data to obtain a full k-space dataset for estimating
B1-maps.

The sample mean and SD were computed for each pixel
using the 256 image frames, and a direct estimate of the
SNR was calculated as the ratio of sample mean to sample
SD. This direct SNR measurement was then compared to
the mean of the SNR scale image reconstructed images,
which should be equivalent. Comparison was made by
comparing the mean SNR estimates within ROIs at several
positions in the phantom. In the case of SENSE accelerated
parallel imaging, estimates of g-factor maps were made
directly from background noise SD as well as from esti-
mated sensitivity profiles.

In vivo images were acquired using the 32-channel Sie-
mens 1.5T Avanto and a prototype 32-element cardiac
array (Invivo Corp). Cardiac imaging of a normal volunteer
was performed with informed consent using a breath-held,
segmented, ECG triggered, true-FISP cine sequence. Full
k-space images were acquired and reconstructed using
RSS magnitude combining, as well as accelerated images
acquired at rates 2, 3, and 4 and reconstructed using
SENSE. B1-maps were calculated using the auto-calibrat-
ing TSENSE method (10). A single, doubly oblique, short-
axis slice was acquired with phase encoding performed
along the “AP” and “LR” directions for comparison (sep-
arate acquisitions). Imaging parameters for phase encoding
along the AP direction were: matrix size � 192 � 108,
FOV � 320 � 240 mm2, slice thickness � 6 mm, readout
flip angle � 50°, TE/TR � 1.41/2.82 ms, views per seg-
ment � 9, in-plane spatial resolution � 1.7 � 2.2 mm2,
temporal resolution � 25.4 ms. Breath-Hold durations
were 12, 6, 4, and 3 heartbeats for acceleration at rates 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively. Imaging parameters for phase en-
coding along the LR direction were: matrix size � 128 �
216, FOV � 240 � 405 mm2, slice thickness � 6 mm,
readout flip angle � 50°, TE/TR � 1.37/2.74 ms, views per
segment � 9, in-plane spatial resolution � 1.9 � 1.9 mm2,
temporal resolution � 24.7 ms. Breath-Hold durations
were 24, 12, 8, and 6 heartbeats for acceleration at rates 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively. Pre-Scan noise was acquired for
30 readouts. SNR scaled images are shown as an example,
although it is not possible to validate using a simple tem-
poral derivative due to cardiac motion; the residual signal
after differencing consecutive image frames is shown to

illustrate this point. SENSE g-factors were calculated from
the raw coil sensitivity maps without spatial smoothing.

RESULTS

SNR scaled image reconstruction and direct measurement
of pixel SNR using repeated measurements were compared
for phantoms using both RSS magnitude combined imag-
ing and SENSE accelerated parallel imaging. For the case
of RSS magnitude combined imaging, Fig. 6 shows (a)
mean SNR scaled image (256 trials averaged), (b) SD of
SNR scaled images (256 trials), and (c) direct SNR estimate
calculated as ratio of mean (a) and SD (b). The SNR images
of Figs. 6a and c are in close agreement, window-leveled
the same. The mean SNR scaled images of Fig. 6a agree
with the SNR measurements of Fig. 6c within 4% in the
phantom as measured using a circular ROI of 500 pixels at
several locations including the center and edges. The noise
SD used in Fig. 6c SNR estimate is based on 256 samples
(trials), whereas the noise SD used in Fig. 6a is based on
30 � 256 samples (pre-scan noise) and, therefore, the
sample estimate Fig. 6c has greater statistical fluctuation.
The noise SD (Fig. 6b) had a mean value � 1.03 within the
phantom and 0.73 in a noise only region outside the phan-
tom, representing a 3–4% error. Note that for 4 coils, the
noise only region in the magnitude image should have an
SD of 0.695. This results in the noise SD image appearing
darker in the noise only region outside the phantom. The
images have not been pixelwise corrected for magnitude
related noise bias. The uncorrected SNR scaled reconstruc-
tion (Fig. 6a) has mean � 2.87� in the noise only region
outside the phantom (SNR � 0) where there is a noise bias
of 2.74� (SNR � 0.13 error after correction).

For the case of SENSE imaging with acceleration rate �
2, only 4 coils with relatively large size were used to
illustrate SNR scaled images with a poor g-factor (gmax 
1.3). Fig. 7 shows the (a) mean SNR scaled image (256
trials averaged), (b) SD of SNR scaled images (256 trials),
and (c) direct SNR estimate calculated as ratio of mean (a)
and SD (b), with SNR images of Figs. 7a and c window-
leveled the same. The SNR scaled reconstruction produces
a uniform noise image, as evidenced by uniform SD within
the phantom (Fig. 7b). The uniform noise image Fig. 7a
after 256 averages clearly shows the spatially dependent

FIG. 6. Root-Sum-of-Squares (RSS) com-
bined magnitude image reconstruction ex-
ample: (a) average SNR scaled image (256
trials averaged), (b) SD of SNR scaled im-
ages (256 trials), (c) direct SNR estimate
computed as ratio of (a) and (b) (note that
(a) and (c) are displayed with same win-
dow-level and are in close agreement).

FIG. 7. SENSE combined image recon-
struction example: (a) average SNR scaled
image (256 trials averaged), (b) SD of SNR
scaled images (256 trials), (c) direct SNR
estimate computed as ratio of (a) and (b)
(note that (a) and (c) are displayed with same
window-level and are in close agreement).
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loss due to g-factor. The mean SNR scaled images of Fig. 7a
agree with the SNR measurements of Fig. 7c within 5% in
the phantom as measured using a circular ROI of 128
pixels at several locations including the center and edges
in regions with minimum and maximum g-factor.

As previously mentioned, the effective number of chan-
nels for magnitude detection after SENSE combining is
N � 1, with noise only mean � 1.25� and noise SD �
0.655�. The measured noise SD had a mean value 0.68 in
a noise only region outside the phantom. The uncorrected
SNR scaled reconstruction (Fig. 7a) has mean � 1.31� in
the noise only region outside the phantom (SNR � 0)
where there is a noise bias of 1.25� (SNR � 0.06 error after
correction).

Fig. 8a shows a more standard reconstruction weighted
by RSS magnitude of sensitivities without scaling for uni-
form noise. The corresponding noise SD map calculated
directly is shown in Fig. 8b. The image of Fig. 8a is scaled
by all noise factors with the exception of the SENSE g-
factor (�uTu*). The SENSE g-factor computed directly
from the sensitivities shown in Fig. 8c is less noisy than
Fig. 8b, both displayed using the same window-level (1 �
g � 1.4). In cases such as this with poor g-factor, the
uniform noise image of Fig. 7a appears to have an artifact
due to the local noise amplification. Therefore, it may be
preferable to output the image of Fig. 8a as well as g-map
of Fig. 8c. Then the SNR scaled image of Fig. 7a may be
derived as the ratio (Fig. 8a image divided by Fig. 8c
g-map) for precise SNR measurement, while the output
image does not show an intensity variation due to noise
enhancement.

Example SNR scaled (uniform noise) cardiac short-axis
images are shown in Fig. 9 for acceleration rates 1 through

4 from left to right columns, and with phase encoding
along the AP direction (top row) and LR direction (bottom
row). Images in Figs. 9a–d (top row) are displayed with the
same window and level values. The window and level
values for Figs. 9e–h (bottom row) are scaled up by �2 to
account for the �2 SNR increase due to the doubled ac-
quisition time required for LR encoding to achieve approx-
imately the same temporal and spatial resolution. Corre-
sponding g-factor maps based on the coil sensitivity esti-
mates are shown in Fig. 10 for rates 2, 3, and 4,
respectively, displayed with the same FOV as Fig. 9. The
elliptical ROIs shown in Fig. 10 correspond to the heart
region. For phase encoding in the AP direction, 95% of the
g-factor values in the heart region of interest are less than
1.03, 1.3, and 2.3, for rates 2, 3, and 4, respectively. For
phase encoding in the LR direction, 95% of the g-factor
values in the heart region of interest are less than 1.03, 1.1,
and 1.25, for rates 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Although the
uniform noise SNR scaled images of Fig. 9 have intensity
variation due to g-factor variation, this does not appear to
be a problem in this range of g-values.

SNR measurements may be made by simply reading the
pixel intensity or using an average value in a region of
interest that may be small. For example, at rate R � 1 (i.e.,
without SENSE acceleration), the SNR in the myocardium
of the left ventricle was measured as 30.9 for mid-septal
and 22.0 for anterolateral with AP phase encoding (Fig.
9a), and 39.3 and 26.9 for corresponding locations with LR
phase encoding (Fig. 9e). This is within 10% of expected
after considering the �2 factor for acquisition time and
factor of 1.05 for ratio of voxel volumes. The ROI positions
were adjusted as closely as possible to be at the same
location (12 pixel ROI area) to compensate differences

FIG. 8. SENSE combined image reconstruction example: (a) average SNR scaled image without including g-factor term (256 trials
averaged), (b) SD of images (256 trials) in (a) is direct estimate of SENSE g-factor, (c) estimate of SENSE g-factor computed from complex
coil sensitivities (note that (b) and (c) are displayed with same window-level, 1 � g � 1.4).

FIG. 9. Short-Axis cardiac imaging example of SNR scaled uniform noise reconstructions using full k-space RSS combined magnitude and
SENSE acceleration rates 2, 3, and 4 (left to right) with phase encoding direction AP (top row) and LR (bottom row). Note that the bottom
row images have approximately �2 SNR due to the double acquisition time required for LR encoding to achieve approximately the same
temporal and spatial resolution.
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between breath-holds. The measured SNR for AP phase
encoding was 30.9, 19.8, 14.2, and 10.5 for mid-septal ROI
for rates R � 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, indicating a
g-factor loss (SNR loss above �R) of 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 at this
location for rates 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The measured
SNR for LR phase encoding was 39.3, 26.6, 23.0, and 19.7
for mid-septal ROI for rates R � 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively,
indicating only a few percent difference from expected �R
SNR loss at this location for all rates (g-factor 1). Correc-
tion for noise bias at low SNR may be readily performed by
a look-up-table in low SNR regions.

In cardiac imaging, the temporal derivative method of
SNR measurement (differencing consecutive frames) is
problematic due to motion of the heart. This is illustrated
in Fig. 11, which shows two different frames of the mag-
nitude of temporal derivative (a) end-systole and (b) end-
diastole to demonstrate that there is significant residual
signal, which contaminates a background noise estimate
by this method (intensity scale is 0 to 16�).

Results of a Monte-Carlo simulation of the magnitude
bias correction are shown in Fig. 12 for Nc � 1 coil (top
row) and Nc � 8 coils (bottom row). The mean value (Figs.
12a and d) has significant bias at low SNR for the uncor-
rected magnitude (bold), as previously shown (1,2),
whereas the bias is reduced after correction. Correction of
the average magnitude (dashed) with average of 3 � 3
pixels further reduces the bias as compared with single-
pixel correction (normal solid line). However, while the
bias correction improves the accuracy, noise in the SNR
measurement will affect the precision. The bias correction
does in fact result in an increased SD (Figs. 12b and e) as
compared to no correction. The RMSE (Figs. 12c and f)
provides a combined measure that accounts for both accu-

racy and precision. For the case of a single coil (Nc � 1),
the RMSE for single-pixel correction is comparable to the
case without correction, depending on the SNR (slightly
better after correction for SNR � 1 and slightly worse after
correction, 1 � SNR � 4). With just 3 � 3 pixels averaged,
the corrected magnitude has significant improvement as
compared with the uncorrected case at low SNR (SNR �
1). For the case of multiple coils (Nc � 8), where the noise
bias is more significant, the performance of magnitude bias
correction is significantly improved (see Discussion). The
RMSE of the corrected magnitude is improved as com-
pared with uncorrected over the full range of SNR, with
significant reduction in error at low SNR (SNR � 2), even
for single-pixel correction, and improves dramatically
with a small amount of averaging.

DISCUSSION

The use of pre-scan noise measurement for SNR scaled
image reconstruction may be extended to more general
image reconstruction algorithms not treated in this article.
Any step such as filtering must be scaled to preserve the
noise SD. For example, if temporal filtering or interpola-
tion such as sliding window or UNFOLD (13) is used, then
the noise equivalent bandwidth of the temporal filter must
be accounted for in the scaling (14). In reconstruction that
applies spatial filtering or interpolation such as gradient
warping correction (15), the local noise statistics are varied
and must be compensated for locally by measuring the
mean square value of the local interpolation kernel. Exten-
sion to iterative reconstruction such as conjugate gradient
SENSE (11) as well as extension to k-space domain parallel
imaging need to be investigated.

FIG. 10. SENSE g-factor computed from
raw complex coil sensitivities for rates 2, 3,
and 4 (left to right) with phase encoding
direction AP (top row) and LR (bottom row)
for same cases and FOV as in Fig. 9, with
the ellipse corresponding to the heart re-
gion.

FIG. 11. Magnitude of difference between consec-
utive image frames illustrates contamination of
background noise estimate due to motion using
this method: (a) end-systolic phase with large re-
sidual due to motion, (b) end-diastolic phase with
small residual (0 � �I � 16�).
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Physiologic noise contributions are not accounted for in
the SNR scaled image reconstruction using pre-scan noise,
which considers thermal noise sources alone. Physiologic
noise is typically measured by time series analysis. By
using SNR scaled image reconstructions, it is possible to
determine the relative levels of physiologic and thermal
noise contributions (16).

Magnitude bias correction may be used to reduce the
overall error of the SNR estimate at low SNR. The benefit
of bias correction is more significant in the multi-coil case
for which there is greater bias. Bias correction is more
effective in this case since the low SNR noise distribution
is becoming more well behaved, i.e., the chi-squared dis-
tribution becomes more normal with an increased number
of degrees of freedom. This is also the case using a small
degree of spatial averaging (e.g., 3 � 3 pixels), which also
alters the noise distribution, becoming more favorable
with reduced tails. Importantly, the error in magnitude
correction of the proposed method of SNR based image
reconstruction using a noise only reference with a large
number of noise samples is essentially limited by the
inherent noise fluctuation in the magnitude; the magni-
tude correction error for other schemes may be substantial
due to increased fluctuation and biases of background
noise estimates.

Finally, care must be taken in noise only acquisition to
ensure that there is no RF leakage that will bias the noise
measurement. In some vendor systems, the transmitter
gain as well as instruction amplitudes must be zeroed.

CONCLUSION

The proposed image scaling and SNR measurement
method is broadly applicable to a number of image recon-
struction methods. It has a number of advantages over
using a noise only region to estimate background noise.
The use of pre-scan noise avoids contamination of the
noise region by signal artifact; may use a large number of
pre-scan noise samples, which reduces the fluctuation of
the noise estimate; and properly accounts for the noise
correlation between array elements. The method may be
used with parallel imaging such as SENSE for which the

noise is locally varying due to the g-factor. SNR measure-
ment using SNR scaled images is both easy and accurate
and may be used as ready means for quality control.
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FIG. 12. Monte-Carlo simulation results for
magnitude noise correction for single-pixel
and 3 � 3 pixel average for Nc � 1 and 8
coils. The RMSE provided combined mea-
sure of accuracy and precision.
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